
GRAZING TABLES
WHAT IS A GRAZING TABLE?

A charcuterie grazing table is a visually appealing and abundant spread of various cured meats,
cheeses, accompaniments, and other complementary foods that are artfully arranged on a table
or surface for people to graze on and enjoy. It is a popular choice for parties, gatherings, events,

and celebrations due to its aesthetic appeal and the wide variety of flavors and textures it offers.
 

The term "charcuterie" refers to a selection of prepared meats that have been cured, smoked, or
otherwise preserved, such as prosciutto, salami, chorizo, and pâté. However, a charcuterie grazing
table typically goes beyond just meats and may include an assortment of other items to graze on.

 
The idea behind a charcuterie grazing table is to create a visually stunning and palate-pleasing
display that encourages guests to sample and create their own combinations of flavors. It's a

flexible and customizable concept that can cater to a variety of dietary preferences and allows
guests to mingle and enjoy a wide assortment of foods in a relaxed and social atmosphere.

WHY ARE GRAZING TABLES PERFECT FOR ANY EVENT?
Grazing tables elevate parties with visually stunning displays of diverse, premium-quality foods,

sparking conversations and creating a vibrant, interactive atmosphere among guests. Their
customizable nature allows for us to align with an event's theme and cater to various tastes,

making them a time-saving, stress-free option that leaves a lasting impression on attendees, all
while freeing hosts to enjoy the festivities themselves.

WHAT IS INCLUDED ON OUR GRAZING TABLES? 
On a standard grazing table, you will find various fine cheeses, cured meats, fresh fruit, nuts, jams,
vegetables, dips, dried fruit, sweets, crackers, bread, spreads, treats, and more. Each grazing table

is custom-made so the items included on each table will slightly vary due to a customer's
preferences, what's in stock, and seasonal items.

 
Along with the variety of food mentioned above, we also include disposable plastic plates,

disposable cutlery, napkins, a flower arrangement, customized sign themed to your event, and a
variety of other decor throughout the table to match the theme.

 
Set up and clean up of the grazing table is also included within the price. 

 

  We offer multidimensional graze tables that are a true focal point to any event. Our grazing
tables are not just a beautiful display of food, but we also include personalized decor pieces that

your guests will continue to admire and appreciate throughout your event. It is way more than
just food for us, we work tirelessly to make our grazing tables a true 

enhancement to any event big or small.
 
 

WHY HIRE MADE BY MARS TO CREATE YOUR GRAZING TABLE


